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Google has several JavaScript-powered apps for plotting data on a graph. You will use one of those apps in this lesson to graph temperature data 
collected by your Raspberry Pi. Below is example HTML code provided by Google for a web page containing a Google graph. The graph code is 
inside a <script> tag in the <head> portion of the HTML code. On the next page there is an image of the graph the code produces in a web 
browser. 

<!doctype html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="https://www.gstatic.com/charts/loader.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
google.charts.load('current', {'packages':['corechart']}); 
google.charts.setOnLoadCallback(drawChart); 
function drawChart() { 
    var data = google.visualization.arrayToDataTable([ 
       ['Year', 'Sales', 'Expenses'], 
       ['2004', 1000, 400], 
       ['2005', 1170, 460], 
       ['2006', 660, 1120], 
       ['2007', 1030, 540] 
       ]); 
    var options = { 
       title: 'Company Performance', 
       curveType: 'function', 
       legend: { position: 'bottom' } 
       }; 
    var chart = new google.visualization.LineChart(document.getElementById('curve_chart')); 
    chart.draw(data, options); 
} 
</script> 
</head> 
<body> 
<div id="curve_chart" style="width: 900px; height: 500px"></div> 
</body> 
</html> 
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The data used to create the graph is in the part of the HTML code listed below.  Notice that text items must be enclosed in single quotes (') while 
numbers (integers) are not.  Even though the years are numbers, they are treated as text since they are enclosed in single quotes. 

 
['Year', 'Sales', 'Expenses'], 
['2004', 1000, 400], 
['2005', 1170, 460], 
['2006', 660, 1120], 
['2007', 1030, 540] 
 

Now copy the complete code on the previous page and save it with the file name sales_graph.html in a text editor.  
 

Open the file in a web browser and you should see a graph like the one above.  
 
Now switch back to your text editor and with the sales_graph.html file open, use Save As to save a copy of the file with the name 
temp_graph.html 
 
You will now need to edit the page code where the graph data is located to match the code on the next page. 
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Change this code block: 
 
['Year', 'Sales', 'Expenses'], 
['2004', 1000, 400], 
['2005', 1170, 460], 
['2006', 660, 1120], 
['2007', 1030, 540] 
 

To this code block 
 
['Time', 'Temp degrees F'], 
['10:12', 75.3], 
['10:15', 75.4], 
['10:18', 75.5], 
['10:21', 75.6] 

 
Notice that the time values are enclosed in single quotes, while the temperature values are not. 

 
Next, change the line below 

title: 'Company Performance', 
 

To line below, which will change the title of the graph 
title: 'GEAR Lab Temperature', 
 

Save the file and then open it in a web browser.  The graph should look like the one on the next page. 
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We can create the same web page using a Python script by using the open function and the write method.  The lines of Python code below will 
create a file named python_temp.html and write one line of HTML code: 

 
with open("python_temp.html","w") as f: 
    f.write('<!doctype html>\n') 
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If you were to save the above two lines as a Python program and then run the program, you would find a file named python_temp.html in the 
same folder that contains the Python program.  If you were to open the web page file in your text editor, you would see that it contains one line 
of HTML code: <!doctype html>   Notice that the HTML code must be enclosed in quotes in the Python program.  The quotes can be single 
(') or double ("), but the closing quote must match the opening quote.  In the HTML code itself, sometimes you need to also use quotes.  
If in the HTML code you need to use double quotes, then you must enclose the HTML code in single quotes.  Likewise, if the line of HTML code 
contains single quotes, then the line of code must be enclosed in double quotes. This may be confusing, but a careful study of the code below 
should help.  With your temp_graph.html file open in a text editor, save it with the name python_graph.py to convert it to a Python file and edit 
it to match the code below. MAKE SURE THAT ALL LINES BELOW THE FIRST LINE ARE INDENTED FOUR SPACES, AS THEY BELONG TO THE OPEN 
FUNCTION. 

 
 
with open("python_temp.html","w") as f: 
    f.write('<!doctype html>\n') 
    f.write('<html>\n') 
    f.write('<head>\n') 
    f.write('<script type="text/javascript" src="https://www.gstatic.com/charts/loader.js"></script>\n') 
    f.write('<script type="text/javascript">\n') 
    f.write("google.charts.load('current', {'packages':['corechart']});\n") 
    f.write('google.charts.setOnLoadCallback(drawChart);\n') 
    f.write('function drawChart() {\n') 
    f.write('var data = google.visualization.arrayToDataTable([\n') 
    f.write("['Time', 'Temp degrees F'],\n") 
    f.write("['10:12', 75.3],\n") 
    f.write("['10:15', 75.4],\n") 
    f.write("['10:18', 75.5],\n") 
    f.write("['10:21', 75.6]\n") 
    f.write(']);\n') 
    f.write('var options = {\n') 
    f.write("title: 'GEAR Lab Temperature',\n") 
    f.write("curveType: 'function',\n") 
    f.write("legend: { position: 'bottom' }\n") 
    f.write('};\n') 
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    f.write("var chart = new google.visualization.LineChart(document.getElementById('curve_chart'));\n") 
    f.write('chart.draw(data, options);\n') 
    f.write('}\n') 
    f.write('</script>\n') 
    f.write('</head>\n') 
    f.write('<body>\n') 
    f.write('<div id="curve_chart" style="width: 900px; height: 500px"></div>\n') 
    f.write('</body>\n') 
    f.write('</html>\n') 
 

Notice that after f.write, each line of HTML code is enclosed in parentheses and quotes, for example: ('<html>\n') 
Also notice that we have added the new line character (\n) at the end of each line of HTML.  When the lines are written to the file by the Python 
code, each of the lines will be a line of HTML code in the file. Without the end of line characters, the Python code would write all the HTML in 
ONE line.  Technically, you don’t need to have multiple lines of HTML code. They could all be on one line, but that would be very difficult to read 
if you are trying to read the code itself. 
 
Once you are finished editing your code, save it, and then open it in the Python editor and run the program.  It will run very fast.  Wait a few 
seconds and then check to see if a file named python_temp.html is in the same folder with the Python program.  If it is, open it in the web 
browser.  It should display the temperature graph, just like the one you created previously. 
 
You now know how to graph temperature data and how to create a Python program that graphs temperature data.  In the first lesson on 
temperature, you learned how to write Python programs to make the Raspberry Pi take temperature readings and to upload those readings to 
your web site.  You have the basic knowledge now to create a Python program that takes temperature readings from the sensor, assembles 
them into a web page with the data graphed, and then upload the web page to your web site. The complete code is complicated so let us tackle 
it in parts. 
 
Your program should take multiple temperature readings over a set period of time.  Normally, you might have the program make a reading every 
hour.  However, for this exercise we do not want to wait hours to see the results.  I would suggest something like a reading every minute for 5 
minutes.  During that time, you can subject the temperature probe to different temperatures to make a more interesting graph (if it is cold 
outside then open a window, or you can grasp the probe between your fingers to heat it slightly). 
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After you have a web page file with the graph of five measurements, it should be uploaded to the web site.  To make the program more useful, 
you could make it loop after uploading a page, but we will not do that in this lesson.  Nevertheless, you could run the program multiple times to 
have an effect like a loop.   If you want to upload multiple temperature graphs to the web site, then you need to have different file names for 
each.  You could code your program to include the day and time in the file name to make it unique. Now let us see how we can write a Python 
program that can provide a file name that is unique to day and time. 

 
In the previous lesson you learned about the datetime library.  Review the Python code below. 
 

from datetime import datetime 
dateNow = str(datetime.now()) 
print(dateNow) 

 
The above code prints out to the screen the date and time in this format: 
 

2018-08-30 13:45:22.939581 
 
We could just copy the complete line above and use it as a file name, but that is not a good idea.  It is not good to have spaces in a file name that 
is stored on a web server. Furthermore, the colon (:) characters are a problem as is the period.  What we need to do is manipulate the string of 
characters to assemble a better file name.  We only need the date and time to the minute to have a unique file name.  For example, the string 
2018-08-30 13:45 would be good if we change it to 2018-08-30_13-45 
 
Let us see how to code in Python to set a file name in the desired format.  All we need to do is select out the date, hour and minutes and 
assemble them back together.  We can select out the date by selecting the first 10 characters [0:10], the hour by selecting 12th and 13th 
characters [11:13], the minutes by selecting 15th and 16th characters [14:16]. Then we can add some additional text to provide a meaningful file 
name.  Here is the code: 
 

from datetime import datetime 
dateAndTime = str(datetime.now()) 
dateNow  = dateAndTime[0:10] 
hourNow = dateAndTime[11:13] 
minuteNow = dateAndTime[14:16] 
filename = "Temperature_" + dateNow + "_" + hourNow + "-" + minuteNow + ".html" 
print(filename) 
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Save the above lines in a Python file and run the code.  It should print to screen in this format: Temperature_2018-08-30_13-45.html 
You could instead use the filename variable to apply the file name to be uploaded to the web server. 
 
Alright, let’s get started writing the full code to graph temperature and upload to the web site.  Create a new file in the Python editor and name 
it upload_temp_graph.py.   We will need to reference four libraries for the complete code, so let us add them at the top of the code: 

from datetime import datetime  
from time import sleep 
import subprocess 
from ftplib import FTP_TLS 

 
For this code we will define some functions.  This will help to keep the code compact and easier to follow.  Let us start by making a function to 
take a temperature measurement.  Notice that the first line begins with def, which is the keyword we use when we are defining a function.  In 
this case I have named the function  get_dallas_data().  I decided to use this name because the temperature probe is called a Dallas probe. You 
should recognize this code, it is the code we have used in the first lesson.  Notice that all lines below the def line are indented. 

 

def get_dallas_data():                                                             
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-gpio'])                        
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-therm']) 
    #### on line below you will need to change 28-0000093b782d to the number for your sensor 
    filenameD = "/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-0000093b782d/w1_slave" 
    tfile = open(filenameD)                                                       
    text = tfile.read()                                                                   
    tfile.close()                                                                              
    secondline = text.split("\n")[1]                                          
    temperaturedata = secondline.split(" ")[9]                     
    temperature = float(temperaturedata[2:])                      
    temperature = temperature / 1000                                  
    temp = float(temperature)                                                   
    temp = temp*1.8+32                                                              
    tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))                                       
    return tempDallas                                                          
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Copy the lines of code at the bottom of the previous page into your Python editor and save your work.  Now add the two lines of code below, 
but make sure they are not indented, otherwise Python will think they are part of the get_dallas_data() function.  The first line demonstrates a 
method used to call a function.  When this function is called, it returns the temperature and the code causes the temperature to be stored in the 
object named current_temp.  We just add the second line so that when you run the program, it will print the temperature to the screen.  Go 
ahead and run the program now to confirm that it prints out the temperature (of course you need the temperature probe connected to your 
RPi).  Then erase the two lines below from your code as they are not part of the final code. 

current_temp = get_dallas_data() 
print(current_temp) 
 

Before we go on to the next code block, we should cover some points regarding lists in Python.  A list is a collection data type (some people 
prefer the word array, which is used in other programming languages).  In Python, the List is a collection data type, which is ordered and 
changeable.  We can use it to store multiple data items.  Let us write some code to explore lists. 

testArray = [ ]                 # create a List named testArray 
testArray.append("test text")   # add the text "test text" as first list item 
testArray.append(45)            # add the integer 45 as second item of list 
print(testArray[0])             # print out the first item of the list 
print(type(testArray[0]))       # print the data type of the first item 
print(testArray[1])             # print the second item of the list 
print(type(testArray[1]))       # print the data type of the second item 
 

If we run the above Python code, we get the following output in the Python Shell: 
 

test text                  # this is the first list item 
<class 'str'>              # first list item is of class str, which means string or text 
45                         # this is the second list item 
<class 'int'>              # second list item is of class int, or integer (i.e., a number) 
 

Notice that we can store data of different types in a list.  In the above example, we stored one text item and one integer item.  When we enclose 
the item in quotes, for example, ("test text") then Python understands that this item will be of the string or text type.  If you do not enclose text 
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with quotes, then you will get a syntax error when you run the program.  On the other hand, numbers to be assigned as integers, must not be 
enclosed in quotes.  If you enclose a number in quotes, it will be treated as text, not an integer. 

Let us look at some more code covering lists. 

testArray = [ ] 
testArray.append("'single quotes'") 
testArray.append("no single quotes") 
print(testArray[0]) 
print(testArray[1]) 
 

If we run the above Python code, we get the following output in the Python Shell: 
 

'single quotes' 
no single quotes 

 
Both items appended to the list are of the string type because they are enclosed in double quotes. However, the first item contains single quote 
marks as part of the text.  I have done this to illustrate a point about our Google graph code, where we must use single quotes in part of the 
HTML code where the time data is inserted.  The single quotes of the first list item are actually part of the list item contents.  That is what we will 
want for printing out the time data items in the Google HTML code (the time part must be enclosed in single quotes).   
 

Now we return to our code.  Add the code below to create a function named get_sense_data(). 

def get_sense_data():                                                                                  
    sense_data=[]                                                                                            
    dateNow = str(datetime.now())                                                             
    sense_data.append("['" + dateNow[11:16] + "'")                              
    sense_data.append(get_dallas_data() +"],")                                      
    return sense_data  

Notice that the second line of code creates a list named sense_data.  Since there are no contents inside the square brackets, the list is initialized 
without contents (the list is empty). Then we add the first list item in the fourth line of code.  This item is the time of day stored in object named 
dateNow.  In addition, the characters [' are added before contents of dateNow and the single quote character ( ' ) is added after.  Therefore, if 
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the time was 15:30, then the characters of the first list item would be: ['15:30' which matches the first part of the needed HTML code..  The 
data type of object dateNow is string because in the third line we convert to a string (str) when we call datetime.now.  

Notice that the fifth line of code above calls the get_dallas_data() function, which results in the temperature appended as second item in the 
list. Also notice that after the temperature, the characters ], are added. Therefore, if the temperature were 71.3, then the second item of 
the list would contain these characters: 71.3], 

In our HTML code, we want to graph temperature against time.  Therefore, we need to obtain time and temperature readings together.  That is 
what the get_sense_data function does.  Each time we call it, it provides time and temperature, and in the proper format, with extra needed 
characters, to fit the Google graph HTML requirements.  Now let us see what this function returns by calling it and printing the results.  Add the 
three lines of code below, making sure they are not indented. Then run the code. 

time_temp = get_sense_data() 
print(time_temp[0]) 
print(time_temp[1]) 
 

When I ran the code at 3:20 in the afternoon (15:20), this printed on my screen: 

['15:20' 
71.3],        

Let's look at how the Google code must be formatted for one time and temperature: ['15:20', 71.3],  and compare it with the two 
items of the list added together: ['15:20'71.3],  We have a problem if we just combine the two list items together, because the comma 
and space between the time and temperature will be missing.  We fix that in another function named log_data() which we will cover next.  But 
first, delete the last three lines of your code before you continue. 
 
Now add the function below to your code.  The second line of the function code is the part that adds the needed comma and space between the 
two items of the sense_data list..  I will wait until the main code block to discuss the function further. 

 
def log_data():                                                                                                
    output_string = ", ".join(str(value) for value in sense_data)           
    batch_data.append(output_string)                
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You have one last function to add before we get to the main program.  Add the file_setup() function to the bottom of your code now.  Make 
sure to indent properly.  You should recognize this code, it writes the first part of the HTML code. 
 

def file_setup(filename):                                                                              
    with open(filename,"w") as f:                                                                 
        f.write('<!doctype html>\n')                                                                
        f.write('<html>\n') 
        f.write('<head>\n') 
        f.write('<meta charset="UTF-8">\n') 
        f.write('<script type="text/javascript" src="https://www.gstatic.com/charts/loader.js"></script>\n') 
        f.write('<script type="text/javascript">\n') 
        f.write("google.charts.load('current', {'packages':['corechart']});\n") 
        f.write('google.charts.setOnLoadCallback(drawChart);\n') 
        f.write('function drawChart() {\n') 
        f.write('var data = google.visualization.arrayToDataTable([\n') 
        f.write("['Time', 'Temp degrees F'],\n")                                                                                          
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Now we come to the main program code.  I will break it up into sections.  Here is the first section below. First, a list called batch_data is created, 
but no contents are added at this time [ ].  This will be a temporary holding place for time and temperature readings as the program runs.  Then 
we use the datetime library to create the unique filename for the web page.  Copy the code below to your program 

 

batch_data = [ ]                                                                                            
dateAndTime = str(datetime.now())                                                       
dateNow = dateAndTime[0:10]                                                                
hourNow = dateAndTime[11:13]                                                              
minuteNow = dateAndTime[14:16]                                                         

 
filename = "Temperature_" + dateNow + "_" + hourNow + "-" + minuteNow + ".html" 

 
Next we call the file_setup() function, which writes the first 11 lines of the HTML code for the web page and creates the web page file with the 
name stored in the variable named filename, created in the above code block.  In addition, we add two variables.  ReadingsToTake sets the 
number of temperature readings to take.  In the code below, it has a value of five, which means there will be five temperature measurements 
done.  The numReadings is used along with ReadingsToTake to control the number of while loops later down in this code. This will all become 
apparent soon. Add the code below to your Python file. 
 

file_setup(filename)                                                                                      
ReadingsToTake = 5                                                                                       
numReadings = 0 
 

Now go to next page to continue 
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The next block of code retrieves the date and arranges it so that we can print the date at the top of the graph in this format: September 9, 2018. 
Go ahead and add this to your Python file. 
 

dayNow = str(datetime.now())                                                                     
digitsYear = dayNow[0:4]                                                                               
digitsMonth = dayNow[5:7]                                                                          
digitsDay = dayNow[8:10]                                                                              
if (digitsMonth == "01"):                                                                                 
    printMonth = "January" 
if(digitsMonth == "02"): 
    printMonth = "February" 
if(digitsMonth == "03"): 
    printMonth = "March" 
if(digitsMonth == "04"): 
    printMonth = "April" 
if(digitsMonth == "05"): 
    printMonth = "May" 
if(digitsMonth == "06"): 
    printMonth = "June" 
if(digitsMonth == "07"): 
    printMonth = "July" 
if(digitsMonth == "08"): 
    printMonth = "August" 
if(digitsMonth == "09"): 
    printMonth = "September" 
if(digitsMonth == "10"): 
    printMonth = "October" 
if(digitsMonth == "11"): 
    printMonth = "November" 
if(digitsMonth == "12"): 
    printMonth = "December" 
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Now we come to a while loop that will loop once for each set of time and temperature measurements.  The number of times the loop runs is 
controlled by two variables: numReadings and ReadingsToTake.  You have already entered the code to set the values for these variables 
(numReadings = 0 and ReadingsToTake = 5).  If you want the program to make more or fewer than 5 readings, then change the number that is 
assigned.  As the loop runs, numReadings is incremented, which causes the loop to terminate once numReadings is no longer less than 
ReadingsToTake.  After numReadings is incremented, the get_sense_data() function is called and the data returned by the function is stored in 
the object named sense_data..  This is what retrieves the time and temperature.  Then the log_data() function is called to add the comma and 
space between the time and temperature, as needed for the Google chart code.  Then there is an if statement, which looks to see if any data is 
stored in the temporary list container named batch_data.  If there is, then that data is written to the web page file (f.write).  Then the program 
pauses for 60 seconds before the next time/temperature readings are taken.  The last line in this code block erases the data stored in the 
temporary container named batch_data before going on to the next round of the loop. 
 
 
 

while (numReadings < ReadingsToTake):                                                                      
    numReadings = numReadings + 1                                                                               
    sense_data = get_sense_data()                                                                                    
    log_data()                                                                                                                          
    if (len(batch_data) >= 1):                                                                                                
        print("Writing to file, please wait..")                                                                       
    with open(filename, "a") as f:                                                                                       
        for line in batch_data:                                                                                                 
            f.write(line + "\n")                                                                                                    
    sleep(60)                                                                                                                             
    batch_data = [ ]         

 
 
The next code block finishes the writing of the HTML code for the web page.  After you are finished entering the code on the next page, you 
might like to run the program to see if it works.  If you have no errors, you should find a web page with graph in the same folder that contains 
your Python program.  The code on the next page should look familiar to you. 
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with open(filename, "a") as f:                                                                                           
    f.write(']);\n')                                                                                                                    
    f.write('var options = {\n') 
    f.write("title: 'GEAR Weather Station for " + printMonth + " " + digitsDay + ", " + digitsYear + "',\n") 
    f.write("curveType: 'function',\n") 
    f.write("legend: { position: 'bottom' }\n") 
    f.write('};\n') 
    f.write("var chart = new google.visualization.LineChart(document.getElementById('curve_chart'));\n") 
    f.write('chart.draw(data, options);\n') 
    f.write("}\n") 
    f.write("</script>\n") 
    f.write("</head>\n") 
    f.write("<body>\n") 
    f.write('<div id="curve_chart" style="width: 900px; height: 500px"></div>\n') 
    f.write("</body>\n") 
    f.write("</html>")                                                                                                                                             

 

 

The last block of code will upload the web page to your web site.  This code should look familiar to you.  See next page for code: 
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s = FTP_TLS('put host name of server here')                                                                                           
s.login('put user name here', 'put password here') 
s.prot_p() 
file_to_upload = '/home/pi/LaFavre/temperature_programs/graphing/' + filename              
 #edit path on line above to match path to your stored web page 
ftppath = '' 
name_on_server = filename 
s.cwd(ftppath) 
send_file = open(file_to_upload, 'rb') 
s.storlines('STOR ' + name_on_server, send_file) 
s.sendcmd('chmod 0664 ' + filename) 
s.dir() 
print("file uploaded") 
print("Program has terminated properly") 
 

Once you have included the code above in your Python file, run the program to confirm that the web page with graph is uploaded to your web 
site.  This completes the lesson.  The complete code with comments can be found starting on the next page. 
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##### Libraries ##### 
from datetime import datetime  
from time import sleep 
import subprocess 
from ftplib import FTP_TLS 
 
 
##### Functions ##### 
 
def get_dallas_data():                                                            # function retrieves a temperature reading from sensor 
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-gpio'])                       # causes Raspberry Pi to do a temperature reading 
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-therm']) 
    #### on line below you will need to change 28-0000093b782d to the number for your sensor 
    filenameD = "/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-0000093b782d/w1_slave" 
    tfile = open(filenameD)                                                      # open the file that contains the temperature 
    text = tfile.read()                                                                  # add the contents of the file to an object named text 
    tfile.close()                                                                             # now that the file has been read, close it 
    secondline = text.split("\n")[1]                                         # spilt the text at the line break (\n), select second line {1] 
    temperaturedata = secondline.split(" ")[9]                    # split the line at each space, select contents of tenth element [9] 
    temperature = float(temperaturedata[2:])                     # select all but first two characters of temperaturedata [2:], make a  float number 
    temperature = temperature / 1000                                  # temperature needs to be divided by 1000 to place decimal point 
    temp = float(temperature)                                                  # make temperature a float number assigned to object named temp 
    temp = temp*1.8+32                                                             # convert temperature from Centigrade to Fahrenheit  
    tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))                                      # the object tempDallas will contain the temperature as a string, rounded to one place  
    return tempDallas                                                                 # return the temperature to the line calling the function 
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def get_sense_data():                                                                                 # function to collect the time and temperature 
    sense_data=[]                                                                                           # object used to store data 
    dateNow = str(datetime.now())                                                            # get day and time and store in dateNow 
    sense_data.append("['" + dateNow[11:16] + "'")                             # add time to the sense_data object 
    sense_data.append(get_dallas_data() +"],")                                     # now add the temperature to the object sense_data 
    return sense_data                                                                                    # return the time and temperature to the line calling the function 
  
def log_data():                                                                                               # this function is used to store data as the program runs 
    output_string = ", ".join(str(value) for value in sense_data)          # adds a comma and space after data 
    batch_data.append(output_string)                                                      # add data to object named batch_data 
 
def file_setup(filename):                                                                             # this function writes the first part of the web page HTML code 
    with open(filename,"w") as f:                                                                # open file in write mode 
        f.write('<!doctype html>\n')                                                               # write first 11 lines of HTML code 
        f.write('<html>\n') 
        f.write('<head>\n') 
        f.write('<meta charset="UTF-8">\n') 
        f.write('<script type="text/javascript" src="https://www.gstatic.com/charts/loader.js"></script>\n') 
        f.write('<script type="text/javascript">\n') 
        f.write("google.charts.load('current', {'packages':['corechart']});\n") 
        f.write('google.charts.setOnLoadCallback(drawChart);\n') 
        f.write('function drawChart() {\n') 
        f.write('var data = google.visualization.arrayToDataTable([\n') 
        f.write("['Time', 'Temp degrees F'],\n")                                                   
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##### Main Program ###### 
 
batch_data = [ ]                                                                                           # create an object that will store the data 
dateAndTime = str(datetime.now())                                                      # get date and time 
dateNow = dateAndTime[0:10]                                                               # select just the date 
hourNow = dateAndTime[11:13]                                                             # select just the hour 
minuteNow = dateAndTime[14:16]                                                        # select just the minute 
 
filename = "Temperature_" + dateNow + "_" + hourNow + "-" + minuteNow + ".html" 
 
file_setup(filename)                                                                                     # run function named file_setup 
ReadingsToTake = 5                                                                                      # change this number to number of readings you want to take 
numReadings = 0 
dayNow = str(datetime.now())                                                                    # get date and time 
digitsYear = dayNow[0:4]                                                                              # select just the year 
digitsMonth = dayNow[5:7]                                                                          # select just the month 
digitsDay = dayNow[8:10]                                                                             # select just the day 
if (digitsMonth == "01"):                                                                                # takes month in digits and converts to written month 
    printMonth = "January" 
if(digitsMonth == "02"): 
    printMonth = "February" 
if(digitsMonth == "03"): 
    printMonth = "March" 
if(digitsMonth == "04"): 
    printMonth = "April" 
if(digitsMonth == "05"): 
    printMonth = "May" 
if(digitsMonth == "06"): 
    printMonth = "June" 
if(digitsMonth == "07"): 
    printMonth = "July" 
if(digitsMonth == "08"): 
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    printMonth = "August" 
if(digitsMonth == "09"): 
    printMonth = "September" 
if(digitsMonth == "10"): 
    printMonth = "October" 
if(digitsMonth == "11"): 
    printMonth = "November" 
if(digitsMonth == "12"): 
    printMonth = "December" 
while (numReadings < ReadingsToTake):                                                                     # each time loop runs a time and temperature are recorded 
    numReadings = numReadings + 1                                                                              # increment loop counter by one  
    sense_data = get_sense_data()                                                                                   # run function to collect time and temperature 
    log_data()                                                                                                                         # run function to log data (store data) 
    if (len(batch_data) >= 1):                                                                                               # if something is in batch_data then do loop 
        print("Writing to file, please wait..")                                                                      # print this message 
    with open(filename, "a") as f:                                                                                      # open file containing data in append mode 
        for line in batch_data:                                                                                                # for each line in batch_data do next line 
            f.write(line + "\n")                                                                                                   # write the line to the file and include a line break 
    sleep(60)                                                                                                                            # wait 60 seconds then take next measurement 
    batch_data = [ ]                                                                                                                # clear the contents of this object 
  
with open(filename, "a") as f:                                                                                          # at this point the data has been added to the HTML code 
    f.write(']);\n')                                                                                                                   # now we write remainder of HTML code to complete file 
    f.write('var options = {\n') 
    f.write("title: 'GEAR Weather Station for " + printMonth + " " + digitsDay + ", " + digitsYear + "',\n") 
    f.write("curveType: 'function',\n") 
    f.write("legend: { position: 'bottom' }\n") 
    f.write('};\n') 
    f.write("var chart = new google.visualization.LineChart(document.getElementById('curve_chart'));\n") 
    f.write('chart.draw(data, options);\n') 
    f.write("}\n") 
    f.write("</script>\n") 
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    f.write("</head>\n") 
    f.write("<body>\n") 
    f.write('<div id="curve_chart" style="width: 900px; height: 500px"></div>\n') 
    f.write("</body>\n") 
    f.write("</html>")                                                                                                                                            # now the HTML code for page is complete 
 
s = FTP_TLS('put host name of server here')                                                                                          # last block of code uploads web page to server 
s.login('put user name here', 'put password here') 
s.prot_p() 
file_to_upload = '/home/pi/LaFavre/temperature_programs/graphing/' + filename              #edit path to match path to your stored web page 
ftppath = '' 
name_on_server = filename 
s.cwd(ftppath) 
send_file = open(file_to_upload, 'rb') 
s.storlines('STOR ' + name_on_server, send_file) 
s.sendcmd('chmod 0664 ' + filename) 
s.dir() 
print("file uploaded") 
print("Program has terminated properly") 


